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1. INTRODUCTION

In its annual journey around the Sun, Earth continuously
experiences collisions with solid objects derived predomi-
nantly from asteroidal, cometary, and planetary debris. This
debris ranges in size from large objects capable of form-
ing impact craters; down to boulder-sized chunks, some of
which deposit meteorites on the ground; to a steady rain of
interplanetary and interstellar dust particles. The flux of
these materials has been assessed using space-, atmosphere-,
and groundbased techniques, and is observed to vary with
time to a significant degree. We will describe the resultant
flux of extraterrestrial materials in order of decreasing in-
coming mass, beginning with the current flux of meteorite-
producing fireballs.

2. CURRENT METEORITE FLUX FROM
FIREBALLS AND GROUND OBSERVATIONS

2.1. Introduction

In this section we consider objects that produce very
bright meteors during their atmospheric passage, frequently
called “fireballs” or sometimes “bolides” in more techni-
cal literature. The faint limit of their brightness is an appar-
ent peak magnitude near –5 (brighter than Venus) with an
upper limit of about –15 to –20, limited only by the extreme
scarcity of such bright events. This range is suitable for op-
tical detection, traditionally by photography and more re-
cently with various electronic and satellite techniques. The
observational data may be used to derive solar-system orbits
and, using a knowledge of meteor and atmospheric phys-
ics, estimates of mass upon entry into Earth’s atmosphere
and of any surviving meteorites that reach the ground. For
determining flux values, this approach has the obvious
advantage that the number of events in a known time inter-
val is rather easily determined. The greatest challenge is to

derive valid values for the masses involved. Efforts to de-
termine meteor composition from optical observations have
been attempted, with variable success.

Early estimates of the flux of meteorites (on the ground)
were based on recovery rates in regions with high popula-
tion density. It was clear that this method involved large
uncertainties, but with the advent of three photographic
camera networks in the 1960s and early 1970s, instrumen-
tal data gradually became available. These three networks
were the European Network in central Europe, with head-
quarters at the Ondrejov Observatory in the Czech Repub-
lic, the Prairie Network in the central plains of the United
States, and the Meteorite Observation and Recovery Project
(MORP) in the prairie provinces of western Canada. The
first flux estimate was for the mass distribution of all ob-
jects at the top of the atmosphere (McCrosky and Ceplecha,
1969) based on Prairie Network data. The fraction of events
related to actual meteorite falls was estimated, indicating a
flux 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than the previous
estimates. This suggested that either the efficiency of me-
teorite recognition was much lower than expected or there
was some problem with the reduction of the camera data.

2.2. Meteorite Observation and Recovery
Project Data on Meteorite Masses

One of the goals of the MORP network was to tackle
this problem of the flux of meteorites. The network con-
sisted of 12 camera stations providing effective two-station
coverage over an area of 1.26 × 106 km2. The network was
in operation from 1971 to 1985 and detailed records of the
clear-sky area covered for each night were maintained for
11 years, from 1974 to 1985. A description of the network
and details of the techniques used for the flux project were
published in several papers (Halliday et al., 1978, 1984,
1989, 1991, 1996). Only a summary of the results is pre-
sented here. The total clear-sky coverage in 11 years was
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1.51 × 1010 km2 h. We quote flux values in units of events
per 106 km2 per year; the total coverage is equivalent to
1.72 years over 106 km2. Typical search areas in desert re-
gions might be 10 km2 so the network observed the equiva-
lent infall for nearly 200,000 years for such an area.

Essentially all stony meteorites, and a large proportion
of irons and stony irons, fracture during their atmospheric
flight. There is convincing evidence that for a relatively
small event such as the Innisfree, Canada, fall of 1977, with
an estimated entry mass of about 40 kg (Halliday et al.,
1981) and for the massive daytime Moravka, Slovakia,
event of 2000, whose preatmospheric mass is estimated at
1500 kg (Borovicka and Kalenda, 2003; Borovicka et al.,
2003), there was considerable fragmentation above a height
of 50 km. At such heights the pressure loading is small
enough that fragmentation must be due to preexisting cracks
in a meteoroid of low intrinsic strength. Successive frag-
mentation events at lower heights lead to numerous frag-
ments spread over a strewn field, typically several kilome-
ters in extent, and frequently an order of magnitude larger.
It is thus very important to be precise in defining an esti-
mate of flux. Does it refer to the total distribution of all frag-
ments from many events, to the distribution of total masses
for each event, to the distribution of the largest fragment
from each event, or to the distribution of entry masses at the
top of the atmosphere? Attempts may be made to quantify
each of these as a flux in some time interval.

Camera networks such as the MORP system are best
suited to estimating the mass of the largest fragment for
each event. They can also provide estimates of entry masses,
although these are less secure. With some assumptions
based on favorable meteorite events, the distribution of the
largest fragment masses can be converted to the distribution
of total masses on the ground.

Two suitable photographs of a fireball can be reduced
to give values of height, velocity, and deceleration along
the path. Values for deceleration become reliable late in the
trail for those meteoroids that penetrate deep into the atmos-
phere, which are the best candidates for recoverable mete-
orite falls. The conventional drag equation can then be used
to estimate a “dynamic mass” using observed or known val-
ues for velocity, deceleration, and atmospheric density, to-
gether with reasonable choices for the meteoroid density,
drag coefficient, and shape factor, the latter a measure of the
ratio of mass to cross-section area. By choosing the lowest
portion of the path for which the deceleration is reliable,
further ablation or fragmentation is likely not a problem and
the dynamic mass obtained should be close to the actual
mass of the largest fragment. Normally the largest fragment
is the leading one in the cluster of fragments in the trail and
the only one for which good decelerations can be derived.
In a favorable case, such as Innisfree (Halliday et al., 1981),
dynamic masses were obtained for four separate fragments
that could be matched to the recovered meteorites on the
ground. The agreement between dynamic and recovered
masses was quite satisfactory, providing confidence in the
values of dynamic masses.

The flux of the largest fragments can be obtained directly
from dynamic masses for those objects that are observed
under suitable clear-sky conditions. It is, however, more
meaningful to estimate the total mass of meteorites from
each fall. From consideration of various falls for which re-
covery is believed to have been reasonably complete, it ap-
pears that the largest fragment constitutes a smaller frac-
tion of the total mass as we consider larger events. The most
comprehensive examination of this (Halliday et al., 1984,
1989) found an increase from largest fragment to total mass
ranged from a factor of 1.25 at 50 g to 4.0 at 20 kg.

Meteorite flux values are usually quoted as cumulative
frequencies of the form

log N = A log m + B

where N is the number of events per unit time and area with
mass equal to or larger than m. We typically choose N to be
the number per 106 km2 per year and express m in grams.
(An area of 106 km2 is close to the size of the country of
Egypt.)

Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution for main
masses on the ground, shown as M – M and also the esti-
mate for total masses for each event, marked T – T in the
figure. There is a marked change in slope near 600 g for
the M – M plot, which corresponds to a mass of 1030 g for
total masses T – T. This surprising result was considered in
some detail by Halliday et al. (1989), where it was shown
that the deficiency of smaller masses is due entirely to the
slower fireballs with initial velocity less than 16 km s–1. The
change cannot be due to observational selection effects and
is unlikely to be caused by changes in ablation as a func-
tion of mass. The most likely cause appears to be a frag-
mentation effect, although the mechanism is not understood.
The T – T plot predicts that nine events per year will de-

Fig. 1. The cumulative frequencies, N, of number of events per
year per 106 km2, as a function of mass, m, in grams, for meteor-
ites on the ground. The line M shows values for the largest frag-
ment of each event while T refers to the total estimated mass for
each event.
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posit at least 1 kg in an area of 106 km2, while one event in
2 years will deposit 30 kg. The mathematical expressions
for Fig. 1 are

for M – M: log N = –0.53 log m + 2.42 m < 600 g
log N = –1.00 log m + 3.72 m > 600 g

for T – T: log N = –0.49 log m + 2.41 m < 1030 g
log N = –0.82 log m + 3.40 m > 1030 g

The nature of the flux problem does not make it appro-
priate for a formal evaluation of probable errors. Errors in
counting the number of events and recording total areas and
times of observation are trivial compared to errors in mass
calibration. An individual dynamic mass could possibly be
in error by a factor of 3 or 4 but it is unlikely that any sys-
tematic error greater than a factor of 2 exists in positioning
the mass scale in Fig. 1 for the M – M plot. The conver-
sion to total masses on the ground may lead to a somewhat
greater uncertainty for the T – T plot.

2.3. Preatmospheric Masses

The MORP observations may also be used to derive the
mass influx at the top of the atmosphere. The so-called
“photometric masses” are derived from measures of the
luminosity along the trail combined with the observed ve-
locity at each point and some knowledge of the “luminous
efficiency” with which kinetic energy is converted to lumi-
nosity. Much effort has been devoted to the luminous effi-
ciency of meteorites as shown in the discussion by Ceplecha
et al. (1998). Early estimates of the efficiency were gener-
ally considerably less than 1% but values of several per-
cent have been adopted more recently. Some authors have
used a simple dependence of the efficiency with velocity
and, of course, the values should depend on the wavelength
used in a particular set of observations. The MORP reduc-
tions used a constant value of 0.04 for the panchromatic
wavelength band of the film in use. Borovicka et al. (2003)
determined a value of 0.09 for the larger bolometric range
for the Moravka meteorite event. Considerable mass loss
may occur during brief flares along a fireball’s path where
a sudden fragmentation event produces a cloud of small par-
ticles that then ablate very rapidly. For the Moravka event,
Borovicka and Kalenda (2003) state that such events were
the major mass-loss process. It is thus important to meas-
ure the brightness of these flares to determine the mass loss.
Moravka, with an initial velocity of 22.5 km s–1, is among
the fastest group of meteorite events, so the importance of
fragmentation here may also have been greater than normal.

The MORP clear-sky survey observed 754 fireballs from
which an unbiased sample of 213 events was studied in
detail, and photometric mass estimates were published for
each of these (Halliday et al., 1996). This group includes
fragile cometary material such as bright members of numer-
ous annual meteor showers. (All potential meteorite events
were studied, including those observed under poor sky

conditions, but the group of 213 represents a typical sample
of bright meteoroids.) This data can be divided into several
subgroups. One group of predominantly asteroidal origin
was defined by initial velocity less than 25 km s–1 and non-
membership in a known meteor shower, while the faster ob-
jects and all shower members were called the “cometary”
group. From the physical data, primarily density estimates
for the meteoroids, it appears that perhaps one-fourth of
both groups are misplaced in the wrong group by this rather
arbitrary division.

Figure 2 shows some of the mass distributions at the top
of the atmosphere. The line A – A represents the total in-
flux of fireballs, B – B the “asteroidal” group defined above,
C – C the “cometary” group, and D – D those objects that
survive to drop meteorites. For an initial mass of 10 kg our
result is a factor of 10 below the early Prairie Network value
(McCrosky and Ceplecha, 1969), due mainly to the low
value for luminous efficiency in use at that time. For entry
masses of a few kilograms it appears there are roughly two
objects of asteroidal origin for every cometary object. The
asteroidal plot B – B has a steeper slope for masses larger
than about 2.7 kg, which is also seen in the A – A plot for
all objects since asteroidal meteoroids dominate the entire
group.

The mathematical expressions for the plots of Fig. 2 are
listed below, together with the approximate mass range for
each expression.

All objects:
A – A log N = –1.06 log m + 5.26 2.4 to 12 kg
A – A log N = –0.48 log m + 3.50 0.1 to 2.4 kg

Fig. 2. Cumulative frequencies as in Fig. 1 for preatmospheric
masses. A = the total influx of all meteoroids; B = the influx of
asteroidal material; C = the influx of cometary meteoroids; D =
those objects that deposit meteorites of at least 50 g on the ground.
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and Antarctica should represent an average over many thou-
sands of years. We have good agreement between the cam-
era results and the analysis of desert meteorite collections,
while spacecraft and infrasonic observations extend the
coverage to both larger and smaller mass ranges.

2.4. Satellite and Infrasound Observations

Satellite observations of meteoroids entering Earth’s at-
mosphere began with the spectacular August 10, 1972,
Earth-grazing fireball over the western portion of North
America (Rawcliffe et al., 1974). Tagliaferri et al. (1994)
summarize the basic properties of the spacebased sensors
involved in gathering these data. Regular, automated detec-
tion of fireballs with these spacebased sensors began in
1994 and continues to the present time. These sensors de-
tect ~meter-sized and larger bodies impacting Earth, al-

Fig. 3. Fluxes for meteoroids in the 0.01–100-m size range. Data
are from groundbased camera observations of bright meteors/fire-
balls (Halliday et al., 1996) (thin solid line), satellite fireball data
(Brown et al., 2002a) (filled circles), infrasound measurements
(ReVelle, 1997) (gray inverted triangles), telescopic observations
[Rabinowitz et al. (2000), from Spacewatch data, solid black
squares; Harris (2002), from LINEAR data, open triangles], and
estimates from lunar cratering [Werner et al. (2002), lower dashed
line]. All flux curves are computed assuming a mass weighted av-
erage impact velocity of 20.3 km/s. Diameters are computed as-
suming bulk densities of 3 g cm–3. The solid line running through
the figure is the power law N = 3.7E–0.90 fit to the satellite fireball
data of Brown et al. (2002a). 1 kt TNT equivalent = 4.185 × 1012 J.

Asteroidal:
B – B log N = –1.00 log m + 4.92 2.7 to 12 kg
B – B log N = –0.50 log m + 3.20 0.1 to 2.7 kg

Cometary:
C – C log N = –0.60 log m + 3.15 0.05 to 4 kg

Meteorite:
D – D log N = –0.87 log m + 4.09 2.0 to 25 kg

Photometric masses are generally less secure than dy-
namic masses due to problems in calibrating the luminos-
ity scale, especially for very bright events, and the appro-
priate value for luminous efficiency is also in some doubt.
One might have used a higher value for the efficiency in the
MORP reductions, which would lower the mass estimates.
We can examine the fraction of the initial mass that sur-
vives as meteorites for meteorite events by comparing the
preatmospheric mass and the estimate for total masses on
the ground. There is a large range in the survival fraction
due primarily to velocity differences, but equally important
are the slope of the atmospheric path and the severity of
fragmentation. The median value for the survival from the
MORP data is 0.20, a reasonable value that lends some con-
fidence to the photometric masses.

For comparison, Ceplecha (2001) adopts a different val-
ue and functional dependence for luminous efficiency than
Halliday et al. (1996) and makes use of Prairie Network
and European Network data for large fireballs and finds a
flux ~2× higher than Halliday et al. over the mass interval
from 10 g–10 kg (Fig. 3). The physical makeup of these
bodies appears to be roughly 50% cometary and 50% aste-
roidal. Halliday et al. finds that 50–70% of all fireballs in
this mass range are asteroidal in physical strength (with the
proportion becoming higher as the mass increases), while
Ceplecha (1994) finds 45–60% are asteroidal over the ob-
served size range from 0.1–1 m, with asteroidal bodies again
increasing as mass increases. Here we take asteroidal bodies
to be type I and II fireballs in the scheme of Ceplecha et
al. (1998), which are assumed to correspond to ordinary and
carbonaceous chondrites respectively. Ceplecha (1994) also
estimates that the proportion of cometary-type bodies be-
gins increasing again above 1 m in diameter; however, this
is largely an extrapolated result with little constraining ob-
servational data. Based on the recent work of Brown et al.
(2002a) and its agreement with ReVelle (1997), it seems
probable that the trend toward increasing proportions of
solid (asteroidal) bodies continues to much larger sizes
(>10 m). Indeed, the best current telescopic estimates from
dynamical arguments and spectral measurements have the
fraction of the near-Earth asteroid (NEA) population, which
might be extinct cometary nuclei, as 10–18% (Binzel et al.,
2004), basically consistent with this result (cf. Weissman et
al., 2002).

Camera networks provide influx rates for at most a few
decades, while collections of meteorites from hot deserts
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though the actual data measured is integrated optical bright-
ness for a particular fireball in the silicon passband (cf.
Brown et al., 1996). To generate meaningful flux values
from these optical energies, the conversion efficiency of ini-
tial kinetic energy of the body to light in the passband of the
sensor is needed, as is an assumed entry velocity. The cali-
bration of this satellite luminous efficiency has been at-
tempted by Brown et al. (2002a). They make use of satel-
lite fireball events detected with other instruments or by
comparison of satellite energies with events having recov-
ered meteorites to constrain the initial meteoroid size. Im-
plicit in all these determinations is the assumption that fire-
ball radiation follows a 6000 K blackbody; this is at best a
gross approximation and at worse incorrect (cf. Jenniskens
et al., 2000). Nevertheless, Brown et al. (2002a) were able
to derive an empirical fit to the luminous efficiency that
matched theoretical predictions well (Nemtchinov et al.,
1997) and produced flux values compatible with telescopic
observations of 10-m+-sized bodies (cf. Rabinowitz et al.,

2000). An updated version of their calibration curve is
shown in Fig. 4 along with a comparison to theoretical
values computed by Nemtchinov et al (1997). Using these
calibration values for the luminous efficiency, the satellite-
determined cumulative annual global flux of meteoroids
with energy E (in kilotons of TNT equivalent energy =
4.185 × 1012 J) was found to be N = (3.70 ± 0.13)E–0.90 ± 0.03

valid in the energy interval from 0.1 < E < 20 kt. Assum-
ing a mean impact velocity with Earth of 20.3 km s–1, these
bodies range in size from 1–7 m in diameter.

Other flux measurements in this size range are available
from infrasound records of bolide airbursts (ReVelle, 1997),
from a small number of NEA observations (Rabinowitz et
al., 2000), and from extrapolation of small lunar cratering
events (Werner et al., 2002). Werner et al. found an impact
rate on Earth for objects >4 m of 0.9 ± 0.1 per year from
the lunar cratering record. In contrast, Rabinowitz et al.
(2000), based on two NEA detections by the Spacewatch
telescope, normalized the Spacewatch size-frequency dis-
tribution to the calibrated NEAT flux and found a cumula-
tive impact rate of 2.1 ± 1.1 objects >4 m in diameter per
year globally. The discrepancy between the lunar result and
data based on telescopic observations is likely not signifi-
cant considering the uncertainties. For example, the lunar
flux values represent long-term averages; if the present
impactor flux is slightly elevated, this could easily account
for the factor of 2–3 disparity. ReVelle (1997), based on
some 21 infrasonically detected bolide airwave events, de-
rives a value of 2.5 ± 0.8 to the same equivalent energy/
size per year globally. The largest single event in the infra-
sonic record reported by ReVelle is a 1.1-Mt-equivalent
fireball that occurred over the South Atlantic on August 3,
1963. If the yield for this event is accurate, it implies an
influx rate of 0.05 ± 0.05 objects globally per year >25 m
diameter, a value that is much larger than either the Rabino-
witz et al. (2000) value of 4 × 10–3 ± 3 × 10–3 or the Werner
et al. (2002) value of 6 × 10–3 for the same size. The small
number statistics, combined with uncertainties in the albedo
for such small asteroidal bodies (cf. Binzel et al., 2002),
means that the flux of bodies in the 10–30-m size range to
Earth is the most uncertain portion of the size-frequency
spectrum. More recently, Harris (2002) has derived impact
rates from LINEAR data for objects with diameters >30 m.
His results are comparable (within error) to more recent
values, also from the LINEAR survey (Stuart and Harris,
2004), and represent a first step in filling in the uncertain-
ties in this size range (see Fig. 3 for a summary).

3. METEORITE FLUX ESTIMATES FOR
THE PAST BASED ON METEORITE

RECOVERY RATES

3.1. Introduction

Initial attempts to determine the flux of meteorites in the
mass range 10–106 g used data on the recovery of eyewit-

Fig. 4. An empirical fit to the integral luminous efficiency for
meter-sized impactors detected by spacebased sensors. The em-
pirical fit (thin solid line) to integral luminous efficiency in this
figure is used to compute the total energy (and through an assumed
velocity impacting mass) for bolides in the 0.1–10-m range. The
filled circles represent individual bolide events that have energy
estimates of highest reliability based on groundtruth data (mete-
orite recoveries, photographic or video data), while open circles
are events that have energy measurements based on acoustic data
only [following the technique described in ReVelle (1997)]. The
dashed line is the theoretical integral luminous efficiency expected
for bodies with H-chondrite composition (Nemtchinov et al.,
1997). The area below the thick solid line shows the region where
more than 100% of the initial energy would be required to match
the optical brightness, hence this region is unphysical.
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nessed falls in densely populated areas (Brown, 1960, 1961;
Hawkins, 1960; Millard, 1963; Buchwald, 1975; Hughes,
1980). Unfortunately, estimates of flux calculated using this
technique have varied by more than 4 orders of magnitude,
probably as a result of the difficulty of unambiguously con-
straining a number of parameters inherent in this method,
e.g., population density, season, time of day, etc. As de-
scribed above, direct observations of fireballs using cam-
era networks have provided an estimate of the present flux
of meteorites and its mass distribution. In particular, data
from the Canadian MORP camera network (Halliday et al.,
1989) suggest a present flux of 83 events of mass equal to
or greater than 1 g per 106 km2 per year. This estimate is
well constrained, but there is an uncertainty in deriving a
dynamical mass from a fireball image, since at the time of
the study only three imaged meteorites had been recovered
to provide a comparison. This uncertainty gave rise to an
approximate factor of 2 error in the MORP data (Halliday
et al., 1991).

Given that only one well-constrained dataset exists, and
considering that flux in the meteorite size range helps to
constrain the wide range of estimates for the rate at which
small crater-forming events occur on Earth, an independent
estimate of flux in the meteorite size range is valuable.

Another method for calculating meteorite flux, and more
importantly, potential temporal variations in flux, involves
analyses of meteorite accumulation sites. There are several
locations on Earth where, due to favorable conditions, me-
teorites accumulate in large numbers. Among these are
numerous hot desert sites, including the Sahara, Arabian
Peninsula, Roosevelt County, New Mexico, and the Null-
arbor Region of Australia, and the cold desert of Antarctica
(Annexstad et al., 1995). Meteorites survive for long peri-
ods in these areas because moisture level and weathering
rates are low, and they are frequently recognized because
of a contrast between “dark” meteorites and “pale” coun-
try rock or ice. In theory, these accumulation sites should
record the integrated flux throughout the meteorite mass
range over the lifetime of the accumulation surface.

Aside from offering an independent means of confirm-
ing the present flux, this method also offers the intriguing
possibility of observing changes in flux over time. This
would potentially elucidate meteoroid delivery mechanisms,
the operation of meteoroid streams, and the compositional
nature of the main asteroid belt. For example, there is com-
pelling evidence that some portion of the meteoroid com-
plex is in the form of short-lived (104–105 yr) co-orbital
streams (Jopek et al., 2002; Gladman and Pauls, 2005),
such as groups of asteroid families with similar orbits
(Drummond, 1991; Rabinowitz et al., 1993), identical fall
times of meteorites with similar orbits (Halliday, 1987), and
differences between “old” Antarctic meteorite populations
and more recent falls (Dennison et al., 1986). Some claims
for identification of meteorites resulting from streams re-
main controversial, since the cosmic-ray-exposure histories
of some of these meteorites span a large spectrum of ages
(Schultz and Weber, 1996), while calculations indicate that
co-orbital streams would not be stable over the excessive

timescales required (Wetherill, 1986; Jopek et al., 2002;
Gladman and Pauls, 2005). Analyses of meteorite popula-
tions and modeling their flux (by constraining weathering
rates) may help in resolving this controversy.

Finally, although we can derive the flux of small (less
than a few kilograms) meteorites from camera network data
or analysis of meteorite accumulations on Earth, neither
approach is effective in estimating the impact rate of larger
(~10–105 kg) meteorites. The number of fireball events of
this size is too low, and the number of desert finds too small,
to allow an accurate estimate. However, as we noted above,
there are data for the flux of large meteoroids at the top of
Earth’s atmosphere. If we can model the effects of the at-
mosphere on a given bolide, and we perform that modeling
for a large number of cases over a large enough mass range,
then it should be possible to extrapolate the upper atmos-
phere flux to a flux at Earth’s surface. Bland and Artemieva
(2003) took this approach to constrain the impact rate of
objects from 102 to 1012 kg at Earth’s surface.

Given knowledge of meteorite pairing, weathering, and
removal and recovery rates it should be possible to discern
changes in flux and mass distribution with time (hot deserts
retain meteorites for up to at least 105 yr, while meteorites
may survive in Antarctica for more than 106 yr). The idea
behind this approach is that if the number of meteorite
samples per unit area on the ground today is known, and the
rate at which they are removed by weathering (character-
ized by a so-called “decay constant,” λ) is calculated, then
ideally we can work back to derive an estimate of the num-
ber that fell to Earth initially. However, several difficult
problems with this approach must first be addressed: (1) An
accurate age for either the accumulation surface and/or ter-
restrial ages for the meteorite population is required. (2) The
action of chemical and physical weathering in removing
samples must be quantified and, in any case, be minimal.
(3) No other process can have acted to remove samples, e.g.,
no streams. Ideally, meteorites must be buried for the ma-
jority of their terrestrial history, and only recently have been
excavated. (4) All the meteorite samples within a known
catchment area are recovered and a study to pair samples
successfully undertaken, so that a “population density” of
meteorites per unit area is known. (5) The search area is
large compared to the typical strewn field size. Failure to
take this factor into account may mean that an area samples
an unrepresentative number of falls (see Halliday et al.,
1991). We discuss aspects of these factors below.

3.2. Weathering Rate

Accurately modeling the weathering decay rate of me-
teorite samples has significance principally for two reasons.
First, it allows us to quantify part of the interaction between
Earth-surface environments and rock weathering. Second, in
hot deserts, weathering (chemical and mechanical) is likely
to be the sole means by which meteorite samples are re-
moved from a population. As such, given a well-constrained
decay rate and a measure of the number of meteorites per
unit area, it is possible to make an accurate estimate of the
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flux of meteorites to Earth over the accumulation period.
Terrestrial weathering is covered in detail in Bland et al.
(2006).

3.3. Terrestrial Ages

In order to quantify the weathering decay rate for mete-
orites, it is necessary to establish an absolute chronology.
Fortunately, this is possible based on the measured expo-
sure times of the meteorites since landing on Earth, known
as the terrestrial age. Over the last 30 years a variety of
methods have been used to determine the terrestrial ages
of meteorite finds, most of which analyze the abundance
of cosmogenic radionuclides produced while the meteorite
is in space. In almost all cases, the time it takes for a sample
to migrate from the asteroid belt to an eventual impact with
Earth (its cosmic-ray-exposure age) is significantly greater
than the time needed for a saturation level of the appropri-
ate cosmogenic radionuclides to build up in the meteorite.
After the sample lands on Earth, it is largely shielded from
cosmic rays and the abundance of cosmogenic radionuclides
declines from a saturation level as the unstable isotopes de-
cay. Depending on their period of terrestrial residence, the
decay of several cosmogenically produced radionuclides,
such as 14C (halflife 5730 yr), 81Kr (halflife 210,000 yr), 36Cl
(halflife 301,000 yr), and 26Al (halflife 740,000 yr), have
been used to determine the terrestrial ages of meteorites
(e.g., Honda and Arnold, 1964; Chang and Wänke, 1969;
Fireman, 1983; Jull et al., 1990; Nishiizumi, 1990; Nishii-
zumi et al., 1989a; Freundel et al., 1986; Aylmer et al., 1988;
Scherer et al., 1987; Welten et al., 1997). These workers have
reported terrestrial ages for Antarctic meteorites ranging up
to ~3 m.y. For stony meteorites from the world’s “hot” des-
ert regions that have been dated so far, Jull et al. (1993a,b,
1995) and Wlotzka et al. (1995a,b) have reported 14C ages
>40,000 yr. The 14C-dating technique measures the decay
of cosmogenic radiocarbon produced in space and separates
14C produced by cosmic-ray bombardment from 14C accu-
mulated by the meteorite from terrestrial sources such as
organic contamination and weathering. The main source of
error in this analysis comes from the possibility that some
level of shielding occurred if the meteorite was buried at
some depth on a large meteoroid while in space. Consider-
ation of this (e.g., Jull et al., 1995) gives rise to much of
the comparatively large (~1300 yr) error on an individual
14C terrestrial age.

One means of estimating decay rates for hot desert (Zo-
lensky et al., 1992) and Antarctic (Freundel et al., 1986)
meteorite populations has been to use terrestrial ages plot-
ted as a frequency distribution. In a complete population
for which reliable pairing data are available, an exponen-
tial decrease in frequency over time is expected. The slope
of the distribution approximates to a weathering decay rate.
This approach is effective provided the terrestrial age dataset
is large enough to enable the slope to be well constrained;
however, for most populations either sufficient samples are
not available or the terrestrial-age dataset is not yet large
enough. As described in Bland et al. (2006), one can con-

strain the effect of weathering in actually removing samples
from a population. This, combined with the weathering rate,
allows an estimate of the decay constant λ to be made (see
Bland et al., 1996a,b).

3.4.  Number and Mass of Meteorites
Arriving on Earth

To obtain an estimate of flux for each desert accumula-
tion site, calculated values for λ are related to the density
of paired meteorites over a given mass per unit area. For
example, for Roosevelt County meteorites, λ is 0.032 k.y.–1,
and the density of meteorites per km2 over 10 g in mass is
39/10.8 (39 meteorites >10 g found in an area of 10.8 km2),
which is 3.6. Given these data, the flux calculation for
meteorites over 10 g in mass per 106 km–2 yr–1 is 0.032 ×
3.6 × 1000, which yields an estimate of 115 events. This
estimate can be extrapolated to larger masses by using the
slope of the mass distribution for each site. Generally a
power law is chosen for the flux rate of the form No(M) =
cMA. A is the slope of the mass distribution and has differ-
ent values over different mass ranges (Halliday et al., 1989).
MORP camera network data indicate a value of –0.49 for
the mass range ~0.01–1 kg. The mass distribution may also
be derived from an analysis of paired sample populations
in accumulation sites. Zolensky et al. (1990, 1992) found a
value of –0.54 for the Roosevelt County population, so to
extrapolate to events over 500 g from the initial 10 g one
takes 50–0.54 × 115, which is approximately 14. In this man-
ner, given data on the local decay constant, mass, and aerial
distribution for each site, a meteorite flux can be calculated
for approximately the 10 g–1 kg mass range. Taking a simi-
lar approach for the Nullarbor Region yields 36 meteorites
over 10 g in mass per 106 km–2 yr–1, and for the Sahara, 95
meteorites over 10 g in mass per 106 km2 yr–1. Averaging
the three sites, the meteorite accumulation site method
yields an estimate of 82 meteorites over 10 g in mass per
106 km2 yr–1, remarkably close to the Halliday et al. (1989)
estimate of 83 meteorites. Thus there is good agreement
between the meteorite flux as calculated from camera net-
works and desert recovery sites. Given that the surface area
of Earth is 5.11 × 108 km2, these results would suggest
~42,000 meteorites >10 g in mass arriving at Earth per year
(or more than 100 per day).

Bland et al. (1996a) also arrived at an independent esti-
mate of the total amount of material in the meteorite size
range that arrives at Earth’s surface, by integrating over the
mass range of interest. Halliday et al. (1989) (equations (6)
and (7)) give

3.40 – (0.82) log mT   for mT ≥ 1030 g

2.41 – (0.49) log mT   for mT ≤ 1030 g
log N =

so

3.40 – (0.82) log mT   for mT ≥ 1030 g

2.41 – (0.49) log mT   for mT ≤ 1030 g
log N(mT) =

where N is the number of mass ≥ mT grams per 106 km2 yr –1.
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Bland et al. (1996a,b) derive a similar relationship for a
number of hot desert accumulation sites for masses <1 kg

log N = 2.13 – (0.58) log mT for the NR
log N = 2.60 – (0.54) log mT for RC
log N = 2.65 – (0.67) log mT for the SD (R* = 0.46)
log N = 3.31 – (0.67) log mT for the SD (R* = 0.32)

If N(m) is equal to the number per 106 km2 yr–1 of mass
greater than m, then the number per 106 km2 yr–1 lying be-
tween m and m + dm is

dm
dm

dN(m)
N(m) – N(m + dm) = –

So the mass on the ground (per 106 km2 yr–1) between m
and m + dm is

dm
dm

dN(m)
–m

From Halliday et al. (1989) we can write

c2mA2 for m ≥ 1030 g; c2 = 103.40, A2 = –0.82

c1mA1 for m ≤ 1030 g; c1 = 102.41, A1 = –0.49
N(m) =

This gives

–A2c2mA2 for m ≥ 1030 g

–A1c1mA1 for m ≤ 1030 g=
dm

dN−m

Considering all masses between mL and mU (where mL =
1030 g and mU = 1030 g) then the total mass per 106 km2

yr–1 is

 = –

∫ ∫
1030

mL

mU

1030

(1030)A1 + 1 – (mL)A1 + 1 
A1 + 1

A1c1

–A1c1mA1dm + –A2c2mA2dmM =

– (mU)A2 + 1 – (1030)A2 + 1 
A2 + 1

A2c2

Taking the above values for A1, c1, A2, and c2 from Halli-
day et al. (1989), between mL = 10 g and mU = 106g, Bland
et al. (1996a) find M = 105.3 kg per 106 km2 yr–1. Given
that the surface area of Earth is 5.11 ×108 km2, this analy-
sis suggests a total mass flux to Earth in the meteorite size
range of 5.38 × 104 kg yr–1, consistent with earlier estimates.

3.5. The Flux of Large Meteorites
at Earth’s Surface

Given the flux of large meteoroids at the top of Earth’s
atmosphere, and a well-constrained model of the effect of
the atmosphere on a given bolide, it is possible to extrapo-
late the upper atmosphere flux to a flux at Earth’s surface.

Bland and Artemieva (2003) used this method to constrain
the impact rate of bodies <1 km diameter at Earth’s surface.
Although there are gaps in the upper atmosphere data, Bland
and Artemieva (2003) showed that overall shape of the size-
frequency distribution (SFD) is similar to that calculated for
impactors on the Moon and Mars, and to the observed popu-
lation of near-Earth objects (NEOs) and main-belt asteroids.
Thus, constraining one portion of the SFD constrains the
rest. Based on this calculated SFD for the upper atmosphere,
and using a model that calculates motion, aerodynamic
loading, and ablation for each individual particle in a frag-
mented impactor, they were able to extrapolate the upper
atmosphere impactor SFD to an impactor SFD for Earth’s
surface. The so-called “separated fragments” (SF) model
allowed them to calculate fragmentation and ablation in
Earth’s atmosphere for a range of impactor types and
masses. The SFD that Bland and Artemieva (2003) derived
for Earth’s surface suggests that a 1-t meteoritic mass ar-
rives on Earth approximately once a year, a 10-t mass every
15 years, and a 100-t mass every 200 years. Their model-
ing further suggests that >95% of these bodies will be irons.

3.6. Meteorite Flux and Populations Based on
Antarctic Finds: A Window into the Meteorite
Flux over the Past 3 Million Years

Since preservation and recovery factors are best attained
in Antarctica, as shown by 30 difficult years of collection
activity, we discuss work on these meteorites as a special
case. Meteorite recovery expeditions over the past 30 years
by the National Institute of Polar Research, National Sci-
ence Foundation, and EUROMET have returned more than
30,000 meteorite specimens from Antarctica, probably rep-
resenting more than 2000 individual falls (Annexstad et al.,
1995). The population of recovered Antarctic meteorites
thus outnumbers the entire harvest from falls over the re-
mainder of Earth that has collected over the past 13 centu-
ries (some very old falls have been preserved in Japan). Ter-
restrial age determinations have revealed that meteorites
have been preserved for up to 3,000,000 years in Antarc-
tica, although most have a terrestrial residence time of less
than 100,000 years (Nishiizumi et al., 1989a; Nishiizumi,
1995; Welten, 1995; Scherer et al., 1987). Elsewhere on
Earth meteorites are generally completely weathered away
in 104–105 yr. The population of Antarctic meteorites con-
tains numerous types not found (or rarely so) elsewhere on
Earth, such as lunar meteorites, certain irons, and metamor-
phosed carbonaceous chondrites. Some workers report com-
positional variations in the H chondrites with time. These
various reports suggest changes in the source asteroids feed-
ing material to Earth over the past several hundred thousand
years (Michlovich et al., 1995). However, many of these
unusual meteorites are small in mass, and therefore are most
easily located on a white, rock-free environment, leading one
to speculate that a collection bias is at work (Huss, 1991).
It is thus desirable to reexamine how the population of me-
teorites to Antarctica through the ages compares to the mod-
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ern record. Here we will explain the barriers to this goal and
progress that is being made.

According to the general model, as meteorites fall from
space onto the Antarctic plateau, they get incorporated into
a growing pile of snow and ice within a few years (Whillans
and Cassidy, 1983, Cassidy et al., 1992; Delisle and Sievers,
1991). From this time until they emerge somewhere down-
slope they are locked into cold ice, subject only to very slow
weathering [by the action of “unfrozen water” (see Zolensky
and Paces, 1986)] and some dynamic stress as the ice flows
toward the periphery of the continent, where it drops into
the ocean. However, in some areas the ice has to pass over
or around major mountain ranges (often buried but still felt
by the ice), and in these areas the ice has to slow down,
increasing exposure of the ice to the dry katabatic winds
and causing increased sublimation. Over thousands of years
meteorites can be highly concentrated at the surface on tem-
porarily stranded, dense, blue ice. In some situations (e.g.,
the Pecora Escarpment) meteorite stranding zones are not
directly downflow of glaciers, but rather appear to have
moved laterally for poorly understood reasons, in a sort of
“end run” around the front of an obstruction (J. Schutt, per-
sonal communication, 1991). These stranding surfaces ap-
pear to be stable until increased snowfall upslope increases
the flow of ice downslope, flushing the meteorites away. It
is possible for one stranding surface to form and be flushed
downstream only to reemerge later. Each stranding surface
contains at least two populations of meteorites. The first are
those that traveled in the ice to the stranding site, and there-
fore represent a snapshot of the meteorite flux from the past
(older meteorites have been flushed away, younger ones are
upstream still entrained in the ice). The second population
is provided by recent direct falls onto the stranding surface.
The presence of at least two chronologically distinct mete-
orite populations considerably complicates any calculation
of meteorite flux based upon statistical considerations. In
fact, Huss (1990a,b) has argued that nearly all meteorites
in stranding surfaces fell directly there, that the stranding
surface is not in fact moving significantly, and that the ac-
cumulation times calculated from the terrestrial ages of the
meteorites can therefore be used to date the period over
which the ice has been stalled. This model is based upon a
careful consideration of the meteorite mass/number popu-
lations. The conflicts between Huss’ model and that by
Cassidy et al. (1992) have not been resolved. This is obvi-
ously a major impediment to the use of meteorite popula-
tions to calculate meteorite flux; nevertheless, we move
bravely onward.

3.7. Calculation of Antarctic Meteorite Flux

There are numerous uncertainties that currently impede
calculation of meteorite flux from Antarctic collections,
most of which cannot be easily circumvented (Harvey and
Cassidy, 1991). We review these factors below.

3.7.1. Terrestrial age dating of meteorites. In terres-
trial age determinations of Antarctic meteorites (principally

chondrites) the isotopes 36Cl, 81Kr, 10Be, 14C, and 26Al are
most effectively employed (Nishiizumi et al., 1989a; Wieler
et al., 1995; Welten, 1995). There is a measurement gap be-
tween 14C ages (<40 ka) and 36Cl ages (>70 ka). Nishiizumi
(1995) has suggested that this gap might be closed by fu-
ture investigations of cosmogenic 41Ca. Unfortunately, it is
not currently easy to measure 41Ca in chondrites.

Due principally to the sheer bulk of recovered meteor-
ites, available funding, and finite lifetimes of meteorite in-
vestigators, only about 1% of the Antarctic meteorites have
had their terrestrial ages determined (Nishiizumi et al.,
1989a; Nishiizumi, 1995; Wieler et al., 1995; Welten, 1995);
these are principally by 36Cl. Indirect means must be found
to date the remainder.

Benoit, Sears, and coworkers have suggested that natu-
ral thermoluminescence (TL) can be used to help address
this problem in the interim (Benoit et al., 1992, 1993, 1994).
In this technique, one assumes a mean annual temperature
for the storage of Antarctic meteorites and a “surface ex-
posure age” as part of the terrestrial age is deduced. Ac-
cording to these TL measurements most of the meteorites
spend <50% of their terrestrial history on the surface of the
ice in Antarctica, with this conclusion being based upon
their low relative TL sensitivity, which in turn is related to
their degree of postexposure weathering. While this tech-
nique cannot be used to obtain absolute terrestrial ages, the
calculated exposure ages could be of value in comparing
the histories of the different Antarctic stranding surfaces.
However, we note that Welten et al. (1995) have sounded a
dissenting note on the applicability of TL to this problem.

We show results for approximately 280 dated chondrites
in Fig. 5 [data from Nishiizumi et al. (1989b), Wieler et al.
(1995), Welten (1995), and Michlovich et al. (1995)]; the
complex nature of meteorite preservation is well displayed.

Fig. 5. Distributions of terrestrial ages of meteorites from diverse
locations in Antarctica. Alh = Allan Hills, yam = Yamato Moun-
tains, lc = Lewis Cliff, rkp = Reckling Peak, fron = Frontier Moun-
tains, eet = Elephant Moraine.
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The Antarctic meteorites display terrestrial ages ranging up
to 3 Ma, although chondritic terrestrial ages from different
Antarctic ice fields have different distributions. The oldest
meteorites are generally found at the main ice field of Allan
Hills and Lewis Cliff. In particular, the Lewis Cliff ice field
appears to have the best record of meteorites, since the
decay of its meteorite population with terrestrial age is least
pronounced (Fig. 5). The Lewis Cliff ice tongue appears to
be the oldest of the investigated ice field stranding areas
(Welten, 1995; Welten et al., 1995). At the other end of the
scale, terrestrial ages of chondrites recovered from Frontier
Mountain are <140 ka, indicating that this is a relatively re-
cent stranding surface.

Various schemes have been proposed for the estimation
of terrestrial ages for entire stranding surface meteorite
populations. For a given stranding surface one could assume
that all meteorites are younger than the oldest measured
meteorite, and that meteorite recovery is 100%, but this is
certainly not the case, as explained below. Workers have also
attempted to characterize the accumulation age of strand-
ing surfaces by examining the mass distributions and weath-
ering lifetimes of meteorites (Huss, 1990b). Finally, it would
appear that merely measuring the age of a particular blue
ice stranding surface and counting up the meteorites pre-
sented there would permit the measurement of the flux rate
of meteorites to that surface, but we have shown above that
at least two distinct meteorite populations are always pres-
ent. Nevertheless, of all factors to be considered in the deri-
vation of past meteorite flux for Antarctica, terrestrial age
is one of the best constrained.

3.7.2. Uncertain meteorite catchment area. In other
regions of Earth you can easily measure the area you are
searching for meteorites, enabling a flux per unit area to
be calculated. This is not directly possible in Antarctica be-
cause the meteorites exposed today at a stranding surface
have fallen over a far larger glacial tributary system. This
situation is further complicated by the fact that the ice
movement is irregular, and velocity is not constant. Tribu-
tary ice streams can provide additional meteorites with an
irregular periodicity. G. Delisle (Delisle and Sievers, 1991;
Delisle, 1993, 1995) has shown that glacial stages result in
thicker coastal ice, while interglacials produce thinner coast-
al ice. The consequences of this are seen in a change of ve-
locity and mass transport of ice with the entrained meteor-
ites. The meteorites at Allan Hills and possibly Frontier
Mountain are suspected to have been buried and reemerged,
as the interglacial sublimation rates are much higher than
the glacial sublimation rates. In this picture the meteorite
traps are not stagnant regions, but are continually readjust-
ing to the pattern of glacial and interglacial periods. The
uncertain nature of the meteorite catchment area appears
to be a severe impediment to the successful calculation of
meteorite flux from Antarctic data.

3.7.3. Paleo-stranding surfaces. During periods of in-
creased snowfall upstream, ice thickness will increase, and a
downstream stranding surface (with its population of direct
falls) can be flushed further downstream, only to be stranded

again and acquire a fresh brood of falls (Cassidy et al., 1992;
Delisle and Sievers, 1991).

3.7.4. Direct infall. Fresh meteorites fall directly onto
recovery stranding surfaces, which can cause confusion if
they are being added to a recently exposed paleo-stranding
surface.

3.7.5. Recovery rate. One might assume that all me-
teorites from a given stranding surface can be easily recov-
ered. However, considerable experience by the first author
(M.E.Z.) indicates that meteorites are often missed due to
the wind getting in a searcher’s eyes, or burial by a tran-
sient snow patch. Meteorite recognition skills also vary
considerably from person to person (even among veteran
meteoriticists!), and luck plays a role. Harvey (1995) has
discussed the problem of searching efficiency in some de-
tail, and attempted to quantify a correction factor.

3.7.6. Weathering and differential survival of meteor-
ites. Several factors have been identified that have major
effects on the survival of meteorites on the ice. The chemi-
cal weathering of meteorites, although minimal in Antarc-
tica by the cold and aridity, is still significant. Even while
stored in ice, the action of thin monolayers of “unfrozen
water” coating meteorites will inevitably cause chemical
weathering (Zolensky and Paces, 1986). Meanwhile, ice
movement can cause shearing and consequent breakage of
the entrained meteorites (physical weathering). Finally, once
the meteorites have emerged on the stranding surface, they
are subject to accelerated chemical weathering on hot days
when ice melts around them (the meteorites soak up solar
radiation) and physical abrasion from the katabatic winds.

In “hot” deserts such as the Libyan Desert, Algeria, and
Roosevelt County, New Mexico, the mean survival time
of chondrites is >10 k.y. (Boeckl, 1972; Jull et al., 1995;
Wlotzka et al., 1995a), although far older meteorites (~100
ka) are found in some fortuitous regions [e.g., Roosevelt
County (see Zolensky et al., 1992)].

Certain easily weathered meteorite types will be prefer-
entially lost from the stranding record. Attempts to correct
the Antarctic record for weathering effects (Huss, 1990a;
Harvey, 1995) have had unknown success. Bland et al.
(1996a,b) suggest that H chondrites weather faster than L
chondrites (as might be expected from the former’s greater
metal content), although Zolensky et al. (1995) found just
the opposite for meteorites recovered from the Atacama
Desert. Bland et al. (1996a,b) point out that carbonates and
hydrous silicates could, in some situations, armor mafic sili-
cates and thereby provide a certain degree of protection
against further alteration. Also, the changing temperature
and aridity conditions attending regional climatic change
would have further complicated this situation.

The main results of weathering will be threefold: (1) to
decrease the population of all meteorites and reduce the
mass of the survivors; (2) to increase the number of sam-
ples, through physical breakup, and subtly change the com-
position of the survivors (see below), increasing the impor-
tance and difficulty of pairing studies; and (3) removing
from the record especially friable meteorites (e.g., CI1, of
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which no Antarctic specimens have been found). Various
workers have proposed correction factors for weathering,
but these appear to be site specific (Boeckl, 1972; Zolensky
et al., 1992; Harvey, 1995).

3.7.7. Removal of meteorites by wind. The unrelent-
ing katabatic winds in Antarctica promote rapid ablation [on
the order of 5 cm/yr at the Allan Hills (Schutt et al., 1986;
Cassidy et al., 1992)], and once meteorites emerge from the
sublimating ice they are subject to transport downwind by
these same winds (Schutt et al., 1986; Delisle and Sievers,
1991; Harvey, 1995). This was elegantly demonstrated by
an experiment at the Allan Hills main ice field. During the
1984–1985 field season, the NSF Antarctic Search for Me-
teorites (ANSMET) field party placed surrogate meteorites
(rounded basalt samples of varying masses) onto a “start-
ing line,” one rock “team” sitting on the ice surface and the
second team embedded just below the surface (Schutt et al.,
1986). This rock race was visited the following year, and the
results were that all but the three largest buried meteorites
had emerged. A number of stones were found to have moved
downwind from the starting line, and eight had blown so
far away that they could not be located.

Eolian effects are more pronounced in Antarctica than in
other meteorite recovery regions, and the experiment de-
scribed above has shown that specimen size inversely af-
fects specimen movement, and that the mass threshold is a
function of wind velocity, which relates to a specific area and
may not be the same over different search regions. Small
meteorites will be removed from the stranding surface by
the action of wind alone, which undoubtedly skews the con-
stitution of the recovered meteorite population.

3.7.8. Meteorite pairing. Many (most?) meteorites fall
as showers of individuals that are subject to later break-
age. In addition, physical weathering breaks meteorites into
smaller, more numerous specimens. Flux calculations con-
cern the number of individual falls, not total specimens,
necessitating that meteorite pairing be determined. Pairing
studies for unusual meteorites are well established; however,
few of the ordinary chondrites (i.e., 90% of the collection)
have received adequate study (because they are generally
unexciting to most meteoriticists). Pairing for ordinary chon-
drites is most often done using comparative petrological,
26Al, TL, and noble gas analyses (the latter revealing cos-
mic-ray-exposure histories) (Schultz et al., 1991; Benoit et
al., 1993; Scherer et al., 1995).

Unfortunately, as for the determination of terrestrial ages,
no workers can analyze all meteorites on a given stranding
surface, much less all 15,000 Antarctic specimens. In ad-
dition, weathering has been shown to deleteriously affect
the noble gas content of chondrites, seriously complicating
pairing studies (Scherer et al., 1995). Therefore one must
derive and apply a correction factor for the pairing of the
ubiquitous ordinary chondrites; these have ranged from 2
to 6 (Ikeda and Kimura, 1992; Lindstrom and Score, 1995).
Lindstrom and Score derived a chondrite pairing value of
5, based on the known pairing incidences of Antarctic me-
teorites. By applying this simple pairing correction value

to the full population of Antarctic chondrites, they were able
to address the question of possible differences in the mete-
orite population through time (see below).

Weathering the foregoing difficulties, workers have at-
tempted to calculate the meteorite flux for Earth over the
past several million years based upon the Antarctic mete-
orite record. As one example, Huss (1990a) concluded that
that the ages of the Antarctic ice fields, as calculated from
meteorite mass distributions, indicate an infall rate only
slightly higher than the modern rate, concluding that the
flux rate had not changed by more than a factor of 2 over
the past million years. However, most agree that it is pre-
mature to attempt direct measurement of the past meteorite
flux rate from the Antarctic record, despite the potential val-
ue in doing so. Additionally, considerable uncertainties exist
in attempts to estimate the most critical variables, which
continue to prevent accurate estimation of the flux. To ad-
vance this effort, the following studies should be under-
taken: (1) The pairing of ordinary chondrites needs to be
better constrained with real data. (2) We need to settle the
nagging issue of the usefulness of TL in estimating mete-
orite terrestrial ages. (3) Investigation into the potential ef-
fects of weathering in the differential destruction of mete-
orite types, work begun now by Bland as described above,
needs to continue. (4) Most critically, we need to better un-
derstand ice flow dynamics at each of the oldest meteorite
stranding sites (Allan Hill and Lewis Cliff) to permit real
meteorite fluxes to be calculated for the past 3 m.y.

Despite the difficulties faced in unraveling the record of
past meteorite fluxes based on the record of the Antarctic
meteorites, workers have also sought changes in the distri-
bution of meteorite types among these same samples, as we
shall see below.

3.8. More Ancient Meteorite Flux from
Deposits of Fossil Meteorites

Quite surprisingly, more than 40 meteorites preserved in
anoxic marls have lately been recovered from quarries in
Scandinavia (Schmitz et al., 1997, 2003). These “fossil”
meteorites are recognizable due to pseudomorphed chon-
drule textures (Fig. 6) and preserved spinel grains with
Al2O3/MgO and Al2O3/TiO2 ratios similar to those in L and
LL chondrites (Fig. 7). Workers have used the results of a
systematic meteorite recovery operation from one particu-
lar quarry to attempt a calculation of chondrite flux some
420 m.y. ago (in the early Ordovician). As reported by
Schmitz et al. (1997, 2003) this age is close to the calcu-
lated breakup age of the L-chondrite parent asteroid (420 ±
20 Ma). From a consideration of the number of recovered
meteorites, the volume of material sampled, and sediment
deposition rate, Schmitz et al. (1997, 2003) calculate an
early Ordovician flux of L chondrites some 2 orders of mag-
nitude greater than the modern rate. They further report,
from these same sedimentary rocks, Os-isotopic and Ir con-
tents consistent with an order of magnitude increase in the
flux of interplanetary dust, ascribing this to the same L-
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chondrite parent asteroid. Given their study assumptions,
this report requires verification from another early Ordovi-
cian site (if this is even possible). However, if correct, this
result suggests that directly upon breakup of the L-chon-
drite parent asteroid, Earth experienced a dramatic increase
in L-chondrite falls. To generalize, the breakup of any body
near Earth should temporarily increase the flux of extra-
terrestrial material — something that could and should have
happened many times throughout Earth’s history.

4. METEORITE TYPE STATISTICS

Where are meteorites coming from? How fast do these
meteorite source regions evolve, as reflected in a changing
complexion of meteorite types? What is the danger to life
and structures from falling meteorites, and is this threat
changing (Beijing Observatory, 1988)? Some geochrono-
logical techniques rely on a constant flux of extraterrestrial
material to Earth — but how reasonable is this assumption?
To discover the answers to these critical questions we need to
determine the meteorite flux to Earth not just for the present
day, but back into the past.

4.1. Meteorite Population
Determinations from Falls

Without pressing a permanent force of persons into me-
teorite watch gangs, it is impossible to derive accurate me-
teorite fluxes from fall observations. But fall information
probably does provide the best information on the relative
types of meteorites that today pepper Earth (Wasson, 1985).
Some workers suggest that the modern fall record favors

Fig. 6. Chondrule textures preserved in fossilized meteorites
found in quarries in Scandinavia. After Schmitz et al. (2001). The
millimeter- to submillimeter-sized round features apparent in this
figure are fossil chondrules.

Fig. 7. Comparison of average chemical composition of chromite grains from 26 fossil meteorites and 33 ordinary chondrites. After
Schmitz et al. (2001).
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large showers over small, individual falls, but it is not clear
what effect this potential bias would have. In any case, we
wish to learn how fast the meteorite population changes, i.e.,
are we sampling different meteorite parent bodies through
time?

4.2. Have Meteorite Populations
Changed Through Time?

A very contentious subject has been that of potential com-
positional and mineralogical differences between younger
finds and falls vs. older finds. An entire workshop was de-
voted to this subject (Koeberl and Cassidy, 1990). In partic-
ular, it appears that the important issue of possible observed
changes in the H-chondrite populations remains unresolved.

In numerous papers, Wolf, Lipschutz, and coworkers
argue that there is chemical evidence that Antarctic H4–6
and L4–6 chondrites with terrestrial ages >50 ka (from Vic-
toria Land) are different from those that are younger (Queen
Maud Land meteorites and modern falls) (Dennison, 1986;
Michlovich et al., 1995; Wolf and Lipschutz, 1995a,b,c). A
difference between these meteorites would imply a change
in the sources providing these meteorites over a timescale
deemed too rapid by many dynamicists (Wetherill, 1986).
Critics suggest that weathering may have redistributed the
volatile trace elements being used for the difference ar-
guments, but this view is disputed by some recent studies
(Wolf and Lipschutz, 1995c; Burns et al., 1995). Other crit-
ics point out that if it takes a sophisticated statistical ex-
amination of fully 10 trace elements in order to see a dif-
ference between the putative meteorite groups, then they
are actually very similar. In a test of the Lipschutz-Wolf
model, Loeken and Schultz (1995) performed analyses of
noble gases in H chondrites from Antarctica (from Allan
Hills and the Yamato Mountains) and modern falls. The
authors were careful to select only Antarctic meteorites
analyzed by Wolf and Lipschutz. They found no correla-
tion between terrestrial age and either exposure age, radio-
genic 4He, or radiogenic 40Ar over the period of the last
200 k.y. One might expect to see such correlations if the
population source for Antarctic H-chondrite finds and mod-
ern H-chondrite falls indeed differed. Lipschutz and Wolf
steadfastly maintained their position that the apparent popu-
lation differences are real, and the reader will just have to
decide the issue for himself.

As described above, Lindstrom and Score (1995) have
examined the population statistics for the Antarctic mete-
orites recovered by the ANSMET expeditions. By apply-
ing a simple pairing correction value to the full population
of Antarctic ordinary chondrites, they find that the relative
numbers of Antarctic finds match modern fall statistics, so
there is no difference in these populations when they are
viewed in this manner (Table 1). Application of this simple
pairing statistic suggests that there were approximately 1300
separate known Antarctic falls represented in the ANSMET
collection in 1995. They also reported that most rare types
of meteorites (with the exception of lunar and SNC mete-
orites) are small in mass.

However, it is undeniable that a significant number of
unique meteorites are found principally in Antarctica. These
include lunar meteorites (all of which have been found in
deserts, with the majority having been found in Antarctica),
certain irons, CM1 chondrites, chondrite regolith breccias,
and metamorphosed carbonaceous chondrites (Zolensky et
al., 2005). The majority of these unusual meteorites are
small, under 1 kg, and it is undeniable that small meteor-
ites are more likely to be recovered in Antarctica than else-
where on Earth. This is despite the fact that small meteor-
ites can be removed from stranding areas by the katabatic
winds; those that remain are generally easily found, particu-
larly in stranding areas devoid of terrestrial rocks. Neverthe-
less, it is intriguing that few of these types of meteorites
have been found outside Antarctica.

As mentioned above, more than a dozen metamorphosed
carbonaceous chondrites have been recognized from the Ja-
panese Antarctic (JARE) collections, but only one has been
recognized from the U.S. Antarctic collection (ANSMET),
and there are none from modern falls or hot desert finds
(Zolensky et al., 2005). Typically the JARE meteorites have
terrestrial ages intermediate between modern falls and me-
teorites recovered by ANSMET. This observation suggests
that the source asteroid(s) of these metamorphosed carbona-
ceous chondrites may have broken up near Earth in the last
100,000 years. Recent modeling of such breakups show that
they can signicifantly affect meteorite fluxes for up to 105 yr
(Gladman and Pauls, 2005). These observations all require
verification, but are sufficient to show that the flux rate and
type of meteorites is not constant even at the scale of 105 yr.

4.3. Meteorite Masses

To a large degree the arguments for differences between
Antarctic (old terrestrial age) and non-Antarctic (generally
younger) meteorites comes down to the point that these
unusual meteorites are generally small in size. It is certainly
a fact that all Antarctic finds have smaller mean masses than
comparable meteorites from the modern fall record (Huss,
1990a,b; Harvey, 1990, 1995; Harvey and Cassidy, 1991).

TABLE 1. Meteorite populations for
modern falls and Antarctic finds.

Modern Falls* Antarctic Finds†

Meteorite Type (%) (%)

Ordinary chondrites 79.5 79.5
Carbonaceous chondrites 4.2 5.2
Enstatite chondrites 1.6 1.7
Achondrites 8.3 8.5
Stony irons 1.2 0.9
Irons 5.1 4.3

Total meteorites 830 1294

 *From Graham et al. (1985)
  †Numbers are given only for meteorites recovered by the ANSMET
 program. Data from Lindstrom and Score (1995), corrected for
 pairing (a pairing value of 5 was assumed for ordinary chondrites).
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Four explanations for this latter observation are immediately
apparent (others are undoubtedly also possible): (1) Small,
unusual meteorites are falling today, but because they are
small, are not generally recovered from most locales.
Smaller meteorites are relatively easy to locate in Antarc-
tica, due to the generally white to blue background and, lo-
cally, the low number of admixed terrestrial rocks. (2) Ant-
arctic meteorites were identical to modern falls in mass,
possibly different in type, and have been weathered into a
steady-state population of smaller mass bits. (3) Antarctic
meteorites are identical to modern falls, but the largest in-
dividuals have been preferentially removed from the Ant-
arctic population, leaving only smaller specimens. Note that
this would this make the Antarctic find record complemen-
tary to the modern fall record (where generally only the
largest specimens are recovered). This explanation is, how-
ever, totally unsubstantiated by any reasonable mechanism.
(4) The ancient meteorite flux was truly different from the
modern one, in type and mass. Thus there are subtle indi-
cations that the old falls represented by the Antarctic col-
lections have sampled a slightly different meteorite parent-
body population. These differences are present at the 1–2%
level of the total populations, however.

5. THE FLUX OF MICROMETEOROIDS
TO EARTH

5.1. Satellite and Long Duration
Exposure Facility Data

Satellite impact observations [such as the Long Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF) or Pegasus] only begin in the 1–
100-mg range (Humes, 1991; Naumann et al., 1966). For
masses in the range of a few kilograms to tens of micro-
grams, available flux data are primarily camera, video, and
radar observations of meteors. These techniques make use of
the atmosphere as a detector. The major advantage of these
approaches are the large collecting areas that can be uti-
lized — up to 104 km2 and higher for some radar and opti-
cal systems (cf. Brown et al., 2002a,b; Thomas et al., 1988).
Each technique, however, suffers from different biases that
make final flux interpretations somewhat problematic. For
photographic/video observations, weather and daylight may
bias accessible radiants and sensitivity is a function of angu-
lar velocity, making correction to a single limiting magni-
tude problematic (cf. Hawkes, 2002). Furthermore, these op-
tical instruments detect radiation emitted by the meteor in
the specific passband of the instrument — transforming to
mass or size of the incident meteoroid requires knowledge
of the luminous efficiency, a value that is poorly constrained
over much of the size/velocity range of interest (cf. Brons-
then, 1983, for a review). These physical uncertainties are
further compounded by the general logistical difficulty of
running optical networks for long periods (and reducing the
resulting data); the few successful examples are the three
large fireball networks (Halliday et al., 1989), of which only

the European Network is still in operation (Spurný, 1997).
Video systems (which access a smaller particle population
than the camera networks) operating continuously are just
now becoming feasible with faster computers and cheap,
mass-storage devices being developed.

Radar systems suffer a greater range of biases than opti-
cal instruments, including poorly known ionization efficien-
cies, fragmentation effects, recombination, and initial radius
biases (Baggaley, 2002). In addition, most backscatter me-
teor radar observations reflect off a small segment (1–2 km)
of the meteor trail only and so can provide (at best) a limit-
ing value for the mass of any particular incident meteoroid.
Historically, underestimation of the effects of the initial trail
radius bias have led to radar influx measurements more than
an order of magnitude smaller than comparable satellite
measurements at the same mass (Hughes, 1980, 1994). Low-
frequency radar observations (Thomas et al., 1988) and
modeling of this effect (Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2003)
have led to flux estimates more consistent with dust detector
values. Computation of the radar collecting area is also more
complicated than is the case for optical instruments (Brown
and Jones, 1995). Technically, radars also tend to be labor
intensive to operate and maintain; however, once working
and with suitable processing algorithms they are best suited
for long-term surveys and tend to produce much larger data-
sets, in some cases exceeding 104 meteor echoes per day
(Baggaley, 2002). Cross-calibration of optical and radar
measurements of meteors is a major outstanding issue to
address the flux at masses of micrograms to milligrams.

Examination of Fig. 8 shows the flux measurements
available in the 10–10–5 g range (meteoroids to micromete-
oroids). Most remarkable is the lack of modern measure-
ments over much of this range; no dedicated optical spo-
radic meteor fluxes have been made using video or CCD
instruments, and only LDEF satellite data covers the lower
decade in mass. Hawkins (1960) used Super-Schmidt cam-
era data to compute meteor fluxes at bright (+2 and brighter)
visual magnitudes, although these are based on a relatively
small sample and suffer from the uncertainties in panchro-
matic luminous efficiencies at these sizes (cf. Ceplecha et
al., 1998). Among the best modern meteor radar measure-
ments are those from the high-power, low-frequency Jin-
dalee radar (Thomas and Netherway, 1989). These data are
particularly suited to flux determinations as the low frequen-
cies involved produce negligible initial radius biases, are
less affected by fragmentation interference effects, and the
collecting area for the system is well-determined. The esti-
mated flux from this source is also shown in Fig. 8.

Ceplecha (2001) has produced a compendium of primary
data sources over this mass interval, although the exact re-
duction technique used to transform to final flux values is
not discussed in detail (see Fig. 8). Ceplecha’s flux curve is
generally below that found from Hawkins (1960) values and
also below the standard Grün et al. (1985) interplanetary
dust flux model, which is itself based on earlier Apollo-era
satellite and radar meteor data.
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Numerous datasets from satellite impact detectors and/or
returned surfaces have provided micrometeoroid flux esti-
mates in the <10–4-g mass range (cf. Staubach et al., 2001,
for a review). Results from LDEF, in particular, provide the
largest time-area exposure product of any dataset to date.

The micrometeoroid flux from LDEF returned surfaces
have been determined by counting the cumulative number
vs. size for visible impact craters on the space-facing end
of the returned satellite surface (Love and Brownlee, 1993).
Laboratory calibration of impact crater depth-diameter-
impactor density-velocity relations permit reconstruction of
the original particle mass. The original LDEF micrometeor-
oid flux curve measured by Love and Brownlee (1993) is
shown in Fig. 8.

One crucial assumed input parameter in this analysis
(and others that use satellite measurements to infer impac-
tor masses) is meteoroid velocity. To date, accurate individ-
ual meteoroid velocities have only been measured for mete-
oroids impacting Earth’s atmosphere. Historically, mass-
averaged velocities derived from the Harvard Radio Me-
teor Project (Sekanina and Southworth, 1975) or the pho-
tographically inferred velocity distribution for larger me-
teoroids (Erickson, 1968) have been used. The Erickson
(1968) distribution is appropriate to large meteoroids (gram-
sized and larger) and is based on less than 300 meteors total.
There are less than 65 meteors with velocities in excess of
50 km/s in this survey. The original HRMP velocity distribu-
tion has also been found to be in error by 2 orders of mag-
nitude at higher velocities due to a typographic error (Taylor
and Elford, 1998). The revised HRMP velocity distribution
pushes the mass-averaged normal velocities from 12 km/s
as used in the LDEF analysis to 18 km/s. This has the effect
of shifting the LDEF flux curve downward by a factor of 2
in mass.

More recently, two independent radar surveys, one in the
southern hemisphere (Galligan and Baggaley, 2004) and
one in the northern hemisphere (Brown et al., 2005), have
remeasured velocities for faint radar meteors using a tech-
nique different from that utilized by the HRMP (see Fig. 9).
Both find that the mass-averaged mean velocity is much
higher than the original HRMP value of 14 km/s (South-
worth and Sekanina, 1973). This may represent an unrec-
ognized bias against fragmenting meteors in the original
HRMP survey due to the velocity measurement technique. If
this finding is confirmed, the effect will be to move the mass
flux curve for microgram and smaller measurements down-
ward by close to an order of magnitude at some masses.
Remaining differences between the various velocity distri-
butions as shown in Fig. 9 may reflect differences in the
choice of bias-correction terms.

There have been several attempts to determine the com-
position of meteoroids and micrometeoroids of cometary
origin by averaging the composition of the radiating gas
along the fireball path (e.g., Ceplecha, 1964, 1965; Mill-
man, 1972; Harvey, 1973; Nagasawa, 1978; Borovicka,
1993; Borovicka and Spuný, 1996; Borovicka and Betlem,
1997; Ceplecha et al., 1998). The most recent study (Trigo-
Rodriguez et al., 2004a,b) suggests that these meteoroids
have Si-normalized compositions of most determined ele-
ments (Mg, Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn, and Co) in the range of the CM
and CI chondrites, but exhibited depletions in Ca and Ti,

Fig. 8. Flux measurements available in the 10–8–10-kg range.
The same velocity and bulk density assumptions are used as in
Fig. 9. The equivalent absolute visual magnitude is found follow-
ing the relation given by Verniani (1973). Among the best mod-
ern meteor radar measurements are those from the high-power,
low-frequency Jindalee radar [Thomas and Netherway (1989),
triangles in the upper left portion of the figure], which suffers
much less from biases that heavily affect higher-frequency me-
teor radar meteor flux measurements. The standard interplanetary
flux curve produced by Grün et al. (1985) from a compilation of
satellite impact data and other sources is also shown as a thick
black line. The flux derived from impact craters measured on
LDEF (Love and Brownlee, 1993) is given up to the size of the
largest equivalent impactor near 10–7 kg. The compilation of
Ceplecha (2001) based on video and photographic observations
(thick gray line) is also shown (valid for masses >10–6 kg). Meas-
urements of Super-Schmidt meteors by Hawkins and Upton (1958)
(solid circles) differ from that of Ceplecha (2001), in part due to
differences in the mass scaling used to convert luminous inten-
sity to mass. This uncertainty in the optical mass scale may also
partially explain the apparent gap between the Ceplecha (2001)
curve and the measurements valid for m < 10–7 kg. The Halliday
et al. (1996) fireball curve shown in Fig. 9 is also given for com-
parison. Hawkins (1960) used Super-Schmidt camera data to com-
pute meteor fluxes at bright (+2 and brighter) visual magnitudes,
although these are based on a relatively small sample and suffer
from the uncertainties in panchromatic luminous efficiencies at
these sizes (cf. Ceplecha et al., 1998).
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ascribed to incomplete volatilization of these elements. Sur-
prisingly, the meteoroids appeared to have a factor of 2–3
greater Na than CI or CM chondrites and even chondritic
IDPs of probably cometary origin. They suggest that this Na
enrichment is real, and that Na has been removed from the
IDPs by atmospheric heating. Hopefully, the cometary dust
being returned to Earth in January 2006 by the Stardust mis-
sion will help settle this issue.

5.2. Past Dust Flux

Since most of the 3He in ocean sediments derives from
IDPs, its concentration can be used as a sensor of the flux
of IDPs back through time. As for the meteorite record in
Earth’s geologic column, there is also evidence that the flux
of extraterrestrial dust to Earth has not been constant in even
the recent geologic past. The 3He concentrations in slowly
accumulating pelagic clays suggest considerable changes
(up to 5×) in the IDP flux over the past 70 m.y. (Farley,
1995) (Fig. 10). The pronounced peak in 3He at approxi-
mately 8 Ma appears to correspond to the breakup of the
Veritas family progenitor asteroid, which is the most recent
of the major asteroid breakup events. It has been estimated

that as much as 25% of the IDPs reaching Earth today de-
rive from this family (W. Bottke, personal communication,
2005), but it is clear from the 3He spike that immediately
following the impact event that created and dispersed the
Veritas family asteroids, dust from this source dominated
the flux to Earth. Since the asteroids in this family are type
Ch (i.e., C-type asteroids containing appreciable hydrated
minerals), this dust would have brought a significant quan-
tity of water to Earth over the past 8 m.y.

In addition, there appears to be an approximately 100-
k.y. periodicity in 3He concentration back though at least
the past 500 k.y. (Muller and MacDonald, 1995; Farley and
Patterson, 1995) (Fig. 11). The cause of the apparent peri-
odicity remains unexplained.

6. SUMMARY

All measurements of the present fluxes of extraterres-
trial materials can be combined with the measured and cal-
culated fluxes of entire asteroids and comets to Earth (cra-
ter-forming objects) into a single diagram (Fig. 12). As we

Fig. 9. The velocity distribution of meteoroids at Earth as meas-
ured by two radar surveys and from photographic observations.
All data are normalized to the number of meteoroids measured in
the 20 km/s velocity bin. The solid circles are the measured veloc-
ity distribution from the Harvard Radio Meteor Project (HRMP)
as published by Sekanina and Southworth (1975), which has been
used extensively in the literature (e.g., Love and Brownlee, 1993).
The open circles are the revision of these same data using mod-
ern correction factors by Taylor and Elford (1998). The solid lines
represent the upper and lower error limits of the distribution meas-
ured by the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (Brown et al., 2005).
Photographic estimates of the velocity distribution from Super-
Schmidt camera measurements by Erickson (1968) are shown for
comparison. Both sets of radar data are applicable to meteoroid
masses in the 10–4–10–5-g range, while the photographic data rep-
resent meteoroids with masses on the order of 1 g.

Fig. 10. The 3He concentrations in slowly accumulating pelagic
clays suggest considerable changes (up to 5×) in the IDP flux over
the past 70 m.y. (after Farley, 1995).

Fig. 11. There appears to be an approximately 100-k.y. periodic-
ity in 3He concentration over at least the past 500 k.y. (after Farley
and Patterson, 1995).
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have seen, the flux of meteorite and smaller-sized objects
has varied considerably over the recent geologic past, and
so the diagram in Fig. 12 is accurate only for the present.
Future studies will shed additional light on the types and
magnitudes of changes to this flux in the past.
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